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Content

Introduction to modelling, purposes, classifications, important aspects, 
etc.

• This session will provide a general introduction to modelling. What is the 
purpose of modelling, what are the limitations, which modelling 
approaches can be followed, etc. A general introduction to modelling 
had already be made in the previous IPA project  (EU-IPA12/CS01) and the 
main lessons from this project will be briefly summarized here as well.

• The Consultant will add relevant theoretical approaches and related 
literature to this training as well.

Rationale for modeling energy systems and serving decision making

• The topic of rationale for modelling energy systems and serving decision 
making will be covered.
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Outline

1. General overview

2. Turkish power market

3. Principles of modelling

4. Introduction to energy policy models

5. Rationale of energy system modelling
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01General overview



Paradigm shift in modelling energy systems

• Increasing complexity
• It is expected that energy system models will be able to capture more and 

more complexity by adding temporal and spatial details. 

• Need for inter-disciplinary approach and interaction across sectors
• The complexity should not only stay in one discipline, but involve various 

disciplines including engineering, geophysics and earth sciences, as well as 
economics and the social sciences

• Transparency, reproducibility and understandability 
• Moving away from for their “black-box” nature and the perceived ad-hoc 

approach to important aspects 

Environmental Modelling and Software 112 (2019) 143–156
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IPA project summary – Energy Planning

Main Energy Planning recommendations were as follows:

1. Short to medium term demand forecasting for electricity and gas 
should be prepared and used in line with the EU best practices.

2. Primary and final energy forecasting for all energy types should be 
prepared, used and disseminated in line with the EU best practices.

3. Greenhouse gas emission forecasting should be disseminated publicly.

4. Official statistics should be available for primary and final energy 
demand forecasting studies.

5. Supply forecasting models for all energy types should be prepared, 
used and disseminated in line with the EU best practices.
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IPA project summary – Energy Information Systems

Main Energy Information Systems recommendations were as follows:

1. Calculation of energy statistics should be in line with the EU best practices.

2. Legislation of data collection and Dissemination should be in line with the 
EU best practices.

3. Collection of energy statistics should be in line with the EU best practices.

4. Dissemination of energy statistics should be in line with the EU best 
practices.

5. Energy data center functions should be in line with the EU best practices.

6. Quality of energy data statistics should be in line with the EU best practices.

7. Roles and responsibilities regarding energy statistics should be in line with 
the EU best practices.
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Basics of Modelling Electricity Markets

Inputs:

Generators  and 
in some cases 
demand bids

Variable costs 
of generators

Forecasted 
load

Outputs:

Energy prices

Generator’s  
Dispatch

Flows through lines 

Non-served 
Energy

CO2 emissions

Etc.

Model target: find the set of 
generator bids that allows 

meeting demand at least cost

An appropriate (useful) model 
should be able to reproduce the 

process performed by the system and
market operator to clear the Market
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Key Issues to Understand Market Modelling

The model itself does not produce its input data. This is 
the key task, which determines the quality of the 
forecast.

•Load forecast

•Fuel prices

•Etc.

Generator’s bids may be part of company’s strategy. This 
is a key problem.

•Strategies are very well protected secrets by companies

•Strategies are dynamic

•Bids information is usually not public

In the medium-long term legislation or regulation may 
change. 

•Governments use to change rules to keep prices under control

•Deemed bad market results may result due to rule modification

•In some cases there are pressures which do not lead to changes in 
regulations

Each forecast has 
important uncertainty
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Key Issues to Understand Market Modelling

Models are employed to allow for
assessment of impacts of alternative 

scenarios on decisions.  
However, models are no crystal balls!

Uncertainty is unavoidable

The future cannot be known

But the impact of uncertain 
variables can be assessed
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Building Modelling of Electricity Markets
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Three Types of Models for Three Different Needs

Issues Short term Medium Term Long term

Simulation Horizon Day-ahead to few weeks Several weeks to 4-6 year One to several years

Hourly Prices Hourly Prices Average prices

Units dispatch Units dispatch

Prices captured by typical 

units

Flows in lines Flows in lines Units dispatch

Congestion revenues Revenues of selected units Revenues of selected units

Ancillary services schedule

Fuel consumption of selected 

units

Fuel consumption of selected 

units

Investments opportunities

Units-portfolio bids Contracts pricing Investments in generation

Short term Trading Fuel procurement

Decision on plants 

refurbishment

Portfolio balancing Water value calculation Retirements

Short term fuel trading Futures-options pricing Strategic planning

Hedging Maintenance optimization Mergers-aquisitions

Expected results

Aims

Generators availability
is known

Generation expansion 
is known. Availability 

is modelled

Generation expansion 
is unknown. Models 

Should identify
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Power Sector Planning

• The Whole Planning Process
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Power Sector Planning

• The Whole Planning Process

Policies
Social-economic 

environment

Expansion 
Plan G&T

Optimal Expansion 
Model

Expansion 
alternatives

Scenarios

Input Data Process Outputs

Expansion 
Plan Performance
System operation

Transmission 
Performance

Performance
standards

Simulation 
Model

Power System 
Simulation

Performance OK

Yes

Done

No
Adjust parameters
Go to scenarios
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Power Sector Planning

• The objective of power planning studies is to determine a sequence 
of capacity reinforcement in generation and transmission so as to 
meet the future electricity demand complying with the conditions 
of lowest cost.

• General Issues Related to Planning
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Power Sector Planning

• If you decide generation ignoring transmission costs/constrains, all the plants 
will be located in the zone where the primary resource is available.

• Ignoring that moving primary resources (fuels) may be cheaper.

• And that generation + transmission costs (e.g. hydro) can be non convenient 
(although without transmission costs it is convenient).

• Transmission planning will connect all the generation located far away from 
demand centers, but it may not be optimal.  

• Probably results will include much more transmission than necessary, which 
further leads to increased costs, impact negatively on security of supply 
(generation will be distant from demand).

• If G and T are jointly planned, you avoid the above drawbacks.

• On top of this… environmental policy is usually decided by different agencies 
than power sector planners.

The poultry problem: who was first, the chicken or the egg?
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Power Sector Planning

Before planners had Today planners face

◼ Low Penetration of RES

◼ Conventional CO2 emission sources

◼ A few large generation projects as  
candidates

◼ Projects were (somehow) 
characterized by predictable 
generation

◼ How to model low-carbon objectives

◼ Explicitly

◼ Implicitly

◼ Planning achieves a new and increased 
level of complexity

◼ Storage + RES may change patterns of 
grid use

◼ High uncertainty over the success 
(commercial viability) of some carbon-free 
technologies:

◼ CCS,

◼ Electric Vehicles,

◼ Storage technologies

◼ Intermittent generation effects on:

◼ Dispatch

◼ Reliability

◼ Consideration of EE  Measures

They always suffer

◼ Uncertainty on key variables:

◼ Demand

◼ Fuel Prices

◼ Variable Costs

◼ Private decisions

◼ Reliability Impact of generation loss

◼ Lack of long-term projects 17



Power Sector Planning

Carbon Free Planning

Externalities

Security 
of supply

Intermittent Sources

Zonal RES 
Spread
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Power Sector Planning

• The target of IGTP-LCP can be 
stated as:
• Minimize net present value of:

− New G & T investments +

− Total fuel costs +

− Total O & M costs +

− Pollution costs +

− Water/wind costs +

− Cost of unserved energy

• Subject to constrains:
• Meeting the forecasted load

• Physical laws: 
• Energy and mass conservation 
• Second Kirchoff’s law
• Security and quality standards
• Fuel availability
• Technical limits of G & T facilities
• Emission limits
• Operation of multi-purpose 

reservoirs

Integrated Generation and Transmission Planning (IGTP)
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02Turkish Power Market



Power price clearinghouse in Turkey

The “power exchange” in Turkey consists of:

• Hourly pricing “spot market” since December 2009

• Regulated prices through “bilateral contracts” :
• Distribution companies 

• Eligible industrial customers with low price contracts (part variable, part fixed 
cost, which is favorable for baseload consumers)

• Eligible industrial customers with high price contracts (only variable part for 
peakload consumers)

• Undisclosed bilateral agreements are also possible

• There are tradable forwards/futures in Turkey, but volume is very low
• Also a well functioning OTC is missing
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Automatic pricing mechanism as a preparation for liberalisation
efforts

• Power prices were fixed in lira terms in the period 2002-2007, and increased 
for residents and industry by 72% and 49-67%, respectively, over the period 
2008-2009

• Power prices are adjusted three monthly according to changes in fuel prices, 
exchange rates and inflation, whereas gas prices are adjusted monthly; first 
increase in October 2011 after fixed prices for the last two years

• This price increase had to encourage private investments ahead of planned 
privatisations in the sector and maximise sales revenues

• Privatisation tenders of distribution regions have been completed until 2013, 
and the privatisation of generation assets of EUAS has been ongoing, with the 
aim to complete the privatizations until 2020.
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Reference power prices

• Since August 2006 a reference power price is established at the DUY (a 
clearinghouse system) and this has become an hourly market (DGPYS) since 
December 2009

• The average reference power price has become lower than the industrial price 
since September 2008, indicating that sales under bilateral contracts have 
been more profitable over the past three years, even after accounting for 15% 
distribution losses from December 2009 onwards.
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Development of average Balancing Market & Wholesale Price 

Sources: EPIAS, EMRA, CBRT
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Development of average Balancing Market & Wholesale Price 

Sources: EPIAS, EMRA, CBRT
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Development of demand

Source: TEIAS
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Development of Cross Border Trade

2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 2017

Iran 633.4 450.0 504.5 684.6 1074.5 1499.8 2405.0 2252.0 1867.7 635.8 160.8

Georgia 215.6 215.5 182.1 303.2 218.6 79.0 3.3 293.9 417.5 1039.3 493.9

Azerbaijan 15.3 94.0 125.3 156.0 329.9 277.4 276.7 102.7 0.0 0.0

Bulgaria 2094.1 3966.8 4571.2 5300.7 4842.0 4587.0 2073.0

Greece 29.9 838.7 3.7 173.2 4.0 8.4 68.3 0.5

Import 864.3 789.4 812.0 1,143.8 4,555.8 5,826.7 7,429.4 7,953.3 7,135.5 6,330.3 2,728.3

Iraq 1,237.2 911.6 1,215.0 1,288.1 42.5 421.6 785.4 371.8

Georgia 117.5 54.3 0.0 0.0 0.1 0.9 2.2 0.0 0.8

Azerbaijan 14.9 0.0 0.1 0.3 19.4 12.9 0.2 0.1 0.0

Syria 962.4 97.3 330.7 629.1 1,170.6 1,234.1 0.0 0.0 4.3

Bulgaria 621.8 1.7 0.2 0.2 1.9 3.1 98.0

Greece 90.2 58.9 1,790.3 1,704.9 804.7 1,909.4 2,818.6 1,444.3 3,204.9

Export 2,422.2 1,122.2 1,545.8 1,917.5 3,644.6 2,953.6 1,226.7 2,696.0 3,194.5 1,451.7 3,303.7

Source: TEIASFor 2018, import and export were realized as  2,466.0 GWh and 3,073.6 GWh respectively. 27



Turkey’s Market Situation

• In 1988-2018 net electricity demand 
grew by 6.4 % per year (CAGR). 

• The Turkish power sector moved 
from a government based central 
generation to a predominantly 
private sector led generation. 

• The share of private generation 
reached 85% in 2018 and the share of 
private installed capacity increased 
from 41% in 2004 to 79% by end 2018.

• Turkey has entered the European 
Transmission Network’s internal 
electricity market (ENTSO-E CESA) 
since June 2011.

• There is a balancing spot market 
since December 2011

TEK
(generation, transmission and distribution)

TEAS
(generation and transmission)

TEDAS
(distribution)

EUAS
(generation)

TEIAS
(transmission)

TETAS
(wholesale)

21 Companies
(distribution)
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(distribution)
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Turkey’s Market Opportunities

• The regulatory preconditions are in place in Turkey and there are 
considerable investment opportunities in the short to medium run. 

• These investment opportunities arise from the completion of the 
privatisation of the 21 distribution companies as of end February 2013,

• The privatisation of the public generation is going on in 2019, as well, 
namely for around 600 MW of hydro, whereas tenders for 75 MW hydro 
were completed in 2018. 

• Circa 35 GW of new capacity will be needed to meet growing demand 
until 2020. 

• RES (including Dam hydro) is on a highly accelerated growth path to 
reach 30% of total generation by 2023, up from a level of 17.4% in March 
2016. 
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Development of the Turkish Electricity Market

Sources: EMRA and AF Mercados EMI

2013

Law No. 4628

01/08/2006
Commencement of financial 

settlement

2001 2004 2006 2007 2009 2010 2011 2015

14/04/2009
Final BSC

01/12/2011
Day ahead market starting 

operations

BSC (Balancing and 
Settlement Code) comes 

into effect

01/10/2009
Financial application of Day Ahead 

Planning and Balancing Power 
Market starts

01/07/2009 
Day Ahead Planning and Balancing 

Energy Market pilot started

01/07/2015
Intra Day Market

Law No. 6446
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Distribution Co’s in Turkey

Sources:   TEDAS, Tender Administration of Turkey and AF Mercados EMI

Company Main Provinces

Date of 

takeover

Sales price 

(‘000 $)

Power sold 

(GWh)

Loss rate 

(%)

1.Dicle (Iskaya-Dogu) Diyarbakir, Sanliurfa, Siirt, Mardin, Batman, Sirnak 28/06/13 387,000 4,988 75.1

2.Vangolu (Turkerler) Bitlis, Hakkari, Mus, Van 29/07/13 118,000 1,499 61.0

3.Aras (Kiler) Erzurum, Agri, Ardahan, Bayburt, Kars, Erzincan, Igdir 28/06/13 128,500 2,043 26.5

4.Coruh (AKSA) Trabzon, Artvin, Giresun, Rize, Gumushane 30/09/10 227,000 3,185 9.0

5.Firat (AKSA) Elazig, Bingol, Malatya, Tunceli 06/01/11 230,250 2,688 9.5

6.Camlibel (Limak, Kolin, Cengiz) Sivas, Tokat, Yozgat 31/08/10 258,500 2,340 7.7

7.Toroslar (EnerjiSA-e.on) Adana, Gasiantep, Hatay, Mersin, Kilis, Osmaniye 01/10/13 1,725,000 12,926 13.2

8.Meram (Alarko) Nevsehir, Nigde, Konya, Karaman, Kırsehir, Aksaray 30/10/09 440,000 7,532 7.3

9.Baskent (EnerjiSA-e.on) Ankara, Kirikkale, Zonguldak, Kastamonu, Cankiri, Bartin, Karabuk 28/01/09 1,225,000 13,157 7.7

10. Akdeniz (Limak, Kolin, Cengiz) Antalya, Burdur, Isparta 28/05/13 546,000 7,429 8.5

11.Gediz (Elsan, Tümaş, Karaçay) İzmir, Manisa 14/06/13 1,231,000 12,735 8.4

12.Uludag (Limak, Kolin, Cengiz) Balikesir, Bursa, Çanakkale, Yalova 31/08/10 94,000 9,917 6.9

13.Trakya (Ictas) Edirne, Kirklareli, Tekirdag 03/01/12 575,000 5,975 6.3

14.Ayedas (EnerjiSA-e.on) Istanbul Asean Side 01/08/13 1,227,000 10,266 7.2

15.Sedas (Akcez) Sakarya, Bolu, Duzce, Kocaeli 11/02/09 600,000 8,084 6.8

16.Osmangazi (Yildizlar) Eskisehir, Afyon, Bilecik, Kutahya, Usak 31/05/10 485,000 5,516 7.6

17.Bogazici (Limak, Kolin, Cengiz) Istanbul European Side 28/05/13 1,960,000 22,267 9.2

18.Kayseri Kayseri Since 1991 - 1,976 7.0

19.Menderes (Bereket) Aydin, Denisli, Mugla 15/08/08 110,000 7,071 7.9

20.Goksu (Akedas) Adiyaman, Kahramanmaras 31/12/10 70,000 3,390 6.8

21.Yesilirmak (Calik) Samsun, Amasya, Corum, Ordu, Sinop 30/12/10 441,500 4,856 8.331



Privatisation of Generation Assets

Name Company Province Tender date Date of takeover Sales price    (mUSD) Installed Capacity (MW) Fuel

Hamitabat CCGT Limak Tekirdag 06/03/2013 01/08/13 105 1,156 Natural gas

Seyitomer Celikler Kutahya 28/12/2012 16/06/13 2,248 600 Lignite

Kangal Konya Seker Sivas 08/02/2013 14/08/13 985 457 Lignite

Kemerkoy
IC /Limak Mugla 18/04/2014 23/12/14 2,671

630 Lignite

Yeniköy 420 Lignite

Yatagan Elsan Mugla 12/06/2014 01/02/15 1,091 630 Lignite

Catalagzi Bereket Zonguldak 29/04/2014 11/12/14 350 300 Hard coal

Orhaneli
Çelikler

Bursa
17/12/2014 22/06/15 521

210
Lignite

Tuncbilek Kütahya 365

Soma B Konya Seker Manisa 13/01/2015 22/06/15 685.5 990 Lignite

Total 9,613.5 6,038

Çayırhan area Kolin/Kalyon/Çelikler Ankara 06/02/2017 2017
60.4 $/MWh

(price guarantee)
720-800 Lignite

32
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Privatisation of Generation Assets

33

Name Company Province Tender date Date of takeover Sales price    (mTL) Installed Capacity (MW) Fuel

Fethiye Eti Aluminyum Mugla 19/10/2015 21/03/2016 128.025 17Hydro

Manavgat Kibar Holding Antalya 23/10/2015 04/04/2016 370 48Hydro

Karacaören1
GAMA Enerji

Burdur
09/11/2015 2016 515

32
Hydro

Karacaören2 Burdur 46

Almus
Gül Enerji

Tokat
29/09/2016 2017 750.5

27
Hydro

Köklüce Tokat 90

Kadıncık-1
IC Ictas

Mersin
16/11/2015 2016 864.1

70
Hydro

Kadıncık-2 Mersin 56

Doğankent

Kolin

Giresun

18/12/2015 2016 1225.1

75

HydroTorul Gümüşhane 103

Kürtün Gümüşhane 85

Şanlıurfa Rönesans Şanlıurfa 27/04/2016 2017 247.5 51Hydro

Adıgüzel
Bereket

Denizli
28/04/2016 2017 324.1

110
Hydro

Kemer Aydın

Yenice 2017 130.3 38Hydro

SUÇATI, DEĞİRMENDERE, 
KARAÇAY, KUZUCULU HPP

2017 30.5 8.2Hydro

ANAMUR, BOZYAZI, MUT-
DERİNÇAY,  SİLİFKE, ZEYNE HPP

2018 9.04 2.8Hydro

MENZELET VE KILAVUZLU HES 2018 1276 178Hydro

MANYAS HES 2018 64.3 20.3Hydro

SÜTÇÜLER HES 2018 8.6 2Hydro

GÖNEN HES 2018 65.1 10.6Hydro

TOHMA HES 2019 57.5 12.5Hydro

TOTAL 6,056.7 1,082.4



Key attractions for investing in Turkey

Turkey has a growing lucrative energy industry offering opportunities in many sub-sectors 
including from renewables to conventional resources…

Robust Growth
in the Industry

• Turkey’s electricity industry has been robustly growing over more than a decade with more than 
5% CAGR

• Increasing investments and energy infrastructure remains a priority, due to the country’s strong 
demographic growth and the government's commitment to enhance energy supply security.

Favorable
Investment
Environment

• Strong macroeconomic growth with increasing income per capita and a bourgeoning middle-
class

• Favorable demographics with a dynamic, young, and skilled labor force supporting the industry
• Strong government support through incentives and tax benefits
• Lucrative investment areas addressing different scales of energy investors

Strategic
Position as
Energy
Crossroads

• Strategic position of being an energy corridor for transporting energy resources from the Middle 
East and Central Asia regions to Europe

• Pipeline and electricity transmission interconnections with neighboring countries allowing for 
electricity and conventional resources trade.

Strong Impetus 
to Utilize 
Untapped
Local Resources

• Strong commitment to support domestic coal, oil and natural gas exploration, and production 
operations

• Firm commitment to utilize local and renewable energy resources in electricity generation in 
order to reduce reliance on import fuels

34



03Principles of modelling



Overview of key issues in energy system modelling 

• Model objective 

• Modelling horizon 

• Granularity: 
• Energy coverage 
• Sub-sector: Demand and Supply 
• Technologies: Demand and Supply 
• Regional 
• Geographical coverage 

• Time resolution (time step) 

• Modelling type (Simulation/optimisation: 
bottom-up/top-down/hybrid) 

• Economic competition 
• for fuel, 
• for technologies 

• Energy prices 

• Demand (supply models) 

• Market power / oligopolistic competition / 
perfect competition (supply models) 

• Integration of electricity networks 

• Emissions coverage 

• Flexibility

• Major outputs / areas of application 

• Reference of users 

• Public institutions 

• Companies 

• Mathematical routines 

• Usage conditions /commercial 
36



1. Main principles for modelling (from a users perspective)

Basically 3 approaches can be 
followed:

• Use an existing model
• Relatively low effort, but also low 

flexibility

• Develop a tailor-made model from 
scratch
• High effort required, but very 

flexible

• Hybrid: modify existing model(s) 
• Finding a compromise between 

effort and flexibility

Footnote to the use of models:

• Any Model is a necessarily a 
simplification of the reality

• Can be used to answer what-if questions
• Impact assessment, cost benefit analysis

• Can discover unknown effects

• Can show the total effect of 
interactions; bring order in complexity

• Results are never fully accurate

• Can support and guide policy decisions

37



2. Issues to be taken into consideration:

• Where is the model going to be used for?

• To what extent is the required data available from public sources?

• To use a licensed software: 
• AIMMS, GAMS, MPSGE, Plexos, MATLAB, C++, Delphi, Turbo Pascal
• Could be costly; required specifically trained staff
• More user friendly, full flexibility 

• Or use standard MS office applications like EXCEL or ACCESS: 
• Is standardly equipped with Visual Basic
• Transferable to others
• But not particularly user friendly

38



3. Model type, sectoral coverage, level of detail and complexity

• What kind of model:
• Static (one moment) – dynamic 

(multiple interacting moments)
• Optimisation (objective 

minimisation) – simulation 
• Applied General Equilibrium (AGE) 

or partial equilibrium (game theory)

• Subject coverage
• One subject: energy/electricity 

demand
• Multiple subjects: Economy – energy 

– environment 
• Electricity pricing and equilibrium 

models
• Integrated Assessment Models

• Scales
• Temporal scale: hourly, daily, 

monthly, yearly
• Sectoral scale: 

industry/residential/commercial or 
more detailed

• Geographical detail: national or 
regional 

• Complexity
• Simple model: metaphorical 

narrative to explain a process
• Single issue: very detailed analysis of 

one particular sector
• Interacting issues: integrated 

assessment across sectors, years 
and issues

39



Energy

• Socio economic development and energy

• Rise in oil price 
• is a reminder of resource crunch that must be continuously tackled

• Energy supply must be done more efficiently and with more 
environmentally friendly and efficient technology
• This also means that energy demand must also be managed

40
Energy-Economy Modeling: Principles and Applications by Youngho Chang (2013)



Group of Energy Resources

• Biomass resources (often called “traditional”)
• fuelwood, crop residues and livestock residues

• due to large volume and traditional use, they fall under traditional category

• They are considered non-monetized although they are sold in some of the 
markets

• Conventional 
• fossil fuels and electricity

• both can be used to obtain an energy service

• Non-conventional or renewable
• mainly renewable energy sources such as solar, wind and biogas. 
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What Is a Model?

• We must understand the best way to supply energy for a reasonable 
demand
• Therefore, two end points are supply and demand

• Various types of models available
• Suitability of model depends on the goal of modeling, data and software 

availability and competence of the modeler. 

• Simplification of complex amalgamation of systems and variables.
• Back of the envelope calculations.

• Complex computer calculations
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Energy Modeling

• Model types
• Supply based models 

• Demand based models

• Hybrid models

• Simulation models can fall under this category as well (ENPEP/BALANCE, Energy 
20/20)

• In the analysis of climate/energy related policies, two general types of 
models have been used: 
• Top-down (e.g., general equilibrium or macro-economic frameworks); and 

• Bottom-Up (e.g., energy system models). 
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Supply based models

• Accounting model

• Mainly based on database
• If the status quo pattern stays, what would be the energy requirement—most popularly used 

model

• Long Range Energy Alternatives Planning Model (LEAP)

• Optimization models

• Linear to non-linear optimization models
• Developed a multi-period linear optimization model with stochastic and non-stochastic 

parameters 

• Combining generation and transmission

• Market Allocation Model (MARKAL)
• Both are mainly used on a macro level- country level energy analysis
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Hybrid model

• Econometric model
• various socio-economic parameters

• population, stretch of road (KM extension), number of vehicles, number of 
houses built, economic performance of the country, and family income.

• Based on time series data of actual consumption.
• The best model fits the actual consumption.

• The projection is based on the status of parameters assumed for the future. 

• Econometric models are not the end but the beginning of energy 
modeling exercise

cb
xaxy 21=
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Econometric model 

• Good for medium range planning (5-10 years)
• But economy is changing very fast

• As the structure of economy can change, the pattern of energy consumption 
might also change

• Many companies manufacturing heavy equipment have shifted to China. 

• This has only partially affected Turkey until now

• This changes the requirement for reliable motor power

• This will also shift the energy requirement to other sector such as servicing
• Singapore, Hong Kong, Britain’s economy has shifted from materialized economy (heavy 

manufacturing) to non materialized economy (services oriented)
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Top-Down Models 

• Top-down models generally rely on aggregated data and various types 
of macroeconomic/econometric modelling methods.

• Consumption trends forecast into future using historical trends or 
aggregate econometric relationships (GDP, fuel prices,  etc.).

• Able to capture impacts of fiscal policies (e.g. carbon tax).

• Rely upon having good historical time-series data.

• May not be well-suited to long-range assessments since the exogenous 
variables (e.g. prices) are themselves poorly known in the long run.  

• Not well suited for examining technology-specific issues because their 
structure is too abstract to capture technology trends in detail.
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Types of Top-Down Models

• CGE (Computational General Equilibrium) models use economic data to estimate 

how an economy will respond to changes in policies, technologies and prices. 

Assumes economies approach or reach equilibrium status.

• I/O (Input/Output) models focus on interdependencies between different sectors 

of an economy.  Often assume static economic structures. 

• Other Macroeconomic  Models

• Integrated Assessment Models: Tend to be based on physical/technological 

descriptions of  systems and their interconnections (energy, water, land, 

agriculture, forestry, food, etc.).  Examples include IMAGE (PBL) and PoleStar 

(SEI).

• Most top-down models are global in scope or specific to a particular country.

Top-down

CGE

Input-
Output

Other Macro 
Models

Integrated 
Assessment 

Models
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Bottom-Up Models

• Based on detailed physical accounting of system.

• Provide a more fundamental understanding of how systems 
behave and may evolve into the future, so well suited for 
examining potential long-term transitions.

• Integrated Models (for an entire country):
- Tend to trade breadth for depth

- Allow for modelling of interactions between sectors.

• Sector-specific Models:
- Provide informed inputs into integrated models

- Can be used on their own to evaluate high-emitting/
key sectors
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Types of Bottom-Up Models

• Optimization: Use mathematical programming to identify configurations of energy 
systems that minimize the total cost of providing services.

Examples: MARKAL/TIMES, LEAP, MESSAGE

• Simulation: Simulate behaviour of consumers and producers under various signals 
(e.g. price, income levels) and constraints (e.g. limits on rate of stock replacement).

Examples: ENPEP-BALANCE

• Accounting Frameworks: Account for physical stocks and flows in systems based 
primarily on engineering relationships and explicit assumptions about the future 
(e.g. technology improvements, market penetration rates). 

Examples: LEAP, EFFECT, MAED

• Technology Screening: Focus on how a particular technology (or set of 
technologies) will perform under certain constraints and can track associated costs 
and emissions.

Examples: RETScreen, HOMER. ClimateDesk

Bottom-up

Optimization

Simulation

Accounting

Technology 
Screening
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Examples of Modelling at the Institute for Environmental Studies

Regression models

• SEO-ECN (Turkey), link between EC and GDP 

• WISE (Netherlands, Global), link Tourism flows and climate change

Game theory

• EMELIE: GT model of liberalised electricity market in NW EU 

• PREM (Mongolia), SIRCH (Spain, UK), CLIMNEG (Global), 

General equilibrium

• NEMESIS-ETC (Global), learning by doing, R&D

• DNI (Netherlands), green national income

Cost minimisation of nutrient emission reduction in Rhine river basin

• EUROCAT (Rhine-Elbe, Po, Humber, etc.), SQR (Rhine)
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Examples Energy Models at Energy research Centre Netherlands

BIOTRANS

• Optimization model to minimize the cost of biofuel production in Europe 

COMPETES

• COmpetition and Market Power in Electric Transmission and Energy Simulator – static computational 
game theoretical model for EU20

GASTALE

• Natural gas market model – dynamic computational game theoretic model for EU10

NEV calculation system

• Collection of models to determine future energy demand in the Netherlands
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NEV calculation system
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04Introduction to energy 
policy models



Why Use a Model?

• Reflects complex systems in an understandable form.

• Helps to organize large amounts of data.

• Provides a consistent framework for testing hypotheses.
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Scope of Energy Policy Models

• Energy System Models
• Attempt to capture behavior of an entire energy system (e.g., a state, 

nation, region or the globe).  Macroeconomic trends drive the model but 
are exogenous.

• Energy Economy Models
• Attempt to capture impact of energy system on the wider economy.

• Partial System Models
• E.g. sectoral models, lifecycle tools, facility siting tools, etc. 
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A Taxonomy of Energy Policy Models

• Optimization Models
• Typically used to identify least-cost configurations of energy systems based on various constraints 

(e.g. a CO2 emissions target)
• Selects among technologies based on their relative costs.

• Simulation Models
• Simulate behavior of consumers and producers under various signals (e.g. prices, incomes, policies). 

May not be “optimal” behavior.
• Typically uses iterative approach to find market clearing demand-supply equilibrium.
• Energy prices are endogenous.

• Accounting Frameworks
• Rather than simulate the behavior of a system in which outcomes are unknown, instead asks user to 

explicitly specify outcomes.
• Main function of these tools is to manage data and results.

• Hybrids Models combining elements of each approach.
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Optimization Models (1)

• Typically uses linear programming to identify energy systems that provide the least cost 
means of providing an exogenously specified demand for energy services.

• Optimization is performed under constraints (e.g. technology availability, supply = demand, 
emissions, etc.) 

• Model chooses between technologies based on their lifecycle costs.

• Least-cost solution also yields estimates of energy prices (the “dual” solution).

• Examples: MARKAL, EFOM, WASP (electric sector).
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Optimization Models (2)

• Pros:
• Powerful & consistent approach for a common type of analysis called Backcasting. E.g. What will be 

the costs of meeting a certain policy goal?

• Especially useful where many options exist. E.g. : What is the least cost combination of efficiency, 
fuel switching, pollution trading, scrubbers and low sulfur coal for meeting a SOx emissions cap?

• Cons:
• Questionable fundamental assumption of perfect competition (e.g., no monopolistic practices, no 

market power, no subsidies, all markets in equilibrium). 

• Not well suited to simulating how systems behave in the real world.

• Assumes energy is only factor in technology choice.  Is a Ferrari the same as a Ford?  Tends to yield 
extreme allocations, unless carefully constrained.

• Not well suited to examining policy options that go beyond technology choice, or cost options.  E.g. 
To reduce CO2 you can either (a) use a large hybrid car, or (b) drive a smaller car. 

• Relatively complex, opaque and data intensive: hard to apply for less expert users, so less useful in 
capacity building efforts.
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Simulation Models

• Simulate behavior of energy consumers and producers under various signals (e.g. price, 
income levels, limits on rate of stock turnover).

• Pros:
• Not limited by assumption of “optimal” behavior. 

• Do not assume energy is the only factor affecting technology choice (e.g. BALANCE uses a market 
share algorithm based on price and  “premium multipliers” indicating quality of energy services).

• Cons:
• Tend to be complex and data intensive.

• Behavioral relationships can be controversial and hard to parameterize.

• Future forecasts can be very sensitive to starting conditions and parameters.

• Examples: ENPEP/BALANCE, Energy 20/20
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Accounting Frameworks (1)

• Physical description of energy system, costs & environmental impacts optional.

• Rather than simulating decisions of energy consumers and producers, modeler explicitly 
accounts for outcomes of decisions So instead of calculating market share based on prices and 
other variables, Accounting Frameworks simply examine the implications of a scenario that 
achieves a certain market share.

• Explores the resource, environment and social cost implications of alternative future “what if” 
energy scenarios.

• Example: “What will be the costs, emissions reductions and fuel savings if we invest in more 
energy efficiency & renewables vs. investing in new power plants?”

• Examples: LEAP, MEDEE, MESAP

• Some models, e.g. LEAP, depending on the specific formulation and use can be classified 
under multiple categories
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Accounting Frameworks (2)

• Pros: 
• Simple, transparent & flexible, lower data requirements

• Does not assume perfect competition.

• Capable of examining issues that go beyond technology choice or are hard to cost.

• Especially useful in capacity building applications.

• Cons:
• Does not automatically identify least-cost systems: less suitable where systems are 

complex and a least cost solution is needed.

• Does not automatically yield price-consistent solutions (e.g. demand forecast may be 
inconsistent with projected supply configuration).
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Accounting Frameworks and Optimizing Models in Practice

Construct plausible

scenarios

Optimization

Model

Accounting

Framework

(e.g. LEAP)

Create database of

technologies with

costs.

Would

different options lower

costs?

Yes

No

Least cost/plausible

scenario

Is solution

realistic?

Run Model: Identify a

"least cost system"

No

Adjust bounds and

hurdle rates

Yes

Least cost/plausible

scenario

Run Model
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Hybrid Models

• Current generation models combine elements of optimization, 
simulation and accounting:
• LEAP operates at two levels: basic accounting relationships are built-in and 

users can add their own simulation models on top.

• The U.S. National Energy Modeling System (NEMS) includes optimization 
modules for the electricity sector, along with simulation approaches for 
each demand sector, all packaged together into a general equilibrium 
system. 
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Models vs. Decision Support Systems

• Model methodology is only one (albeit important) issue for analysts, planners 
and decision makers.

• They also require the full range of assistance provided by decision support 
systems including: data and scenario management, reporting, units 
conversion, documentation, and online help and support.

• Some modern tools such as LEAP focus as much on these aspects as on the 
modeling methodology.
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LEAP – Long range Energy Alternatives Planning System

• Key Characteristics: accounting framework, user-friendly, scenario-based, integrated energy-
environment model-building tool.

• Scope: energy demand, energy supply, resources, environmental loadings, cost-benefit 
analysis, non-energy sector emissions.  Most aspects optional.

• Flexible Approach to Modeling: basic relationships are all based on non-controversial physical 
accounting.  Also allows for spreadsheet-like “expressions”, for the creation of econometric 
and simulation models.

• Time: medium to long-term, annual time-step, unlimited number of years.

• Data requirements: flexible, low initial data requirements.   Includes TED database, with 
technical characteristics, costs and emission factors of ~ 1000 energy technologies.

• Geographic Applicability: local, national, regional.
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What Can You Do With LEAP?

• Tool for Strategic Integrated Energy-Environment Scenario Studies:
• Energy Outlooks (forecasting)

• Integrated Resource Planning.

• Greenhouse gas mitigation analysis.

• Energy balances and environmental inventories.
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LEAP Modeling Capabilities

• Energy Demand
• Hierarchical accounting of energy demand 

(activity levels x energy intensities). 

• Choice of methodologies.

• Optional modeling of stock turnover.

• Energy Conversion
• Simulation of any energy conversion sector 

(electric generation, transmission and 
distribution, CHP, oil refining, charcoal 
making, coal mining, oil extraction, ethanol 
production, etc.)

• Electric system dispatch based on electric 
load-duration curves.

• Exogenous and endogenous modeling of 
capacity expansion.

• Energy Resources:
• Tracks requirements, production, 

sufficiency, imports and exports.

• Optional land-area based accounting for 
biomass and renewable resources.

• Costs:
• All system costs: capital, O&M, fuel, costs of 

saving energy, environmental externalities. 

• Environment
• All emissions and direct impacts of energy 

system. 

• Non-energy sector sources and sinks.
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?

?

Where is society going?

forecast

backcast

Where do we want to go? 

How do we get there?

Forecasting & Backcasting
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Load Curves and Electric Dispatch is a key feature of any energy system 
model that includes the power system
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Social Cost-Benefit Analysis: an important tool for impact assessment

• Societal perspective of costs and benefits 
(i.e. economic not financial analysis). 

• Avoids double-counting by drawing 
boundary around analysis.

• User specifies boundary (e.g. whole system 
including resource costs, or partial system 
and costs of fuels delivered to a module).

• Cost-benefit analysis calculates the Net 
Present Value (NPV) of the differences in 
costs between scenarios.

• NPV sums all costs in all years of the study 
discounted to a common base year.

• Optionally include externality costs.

Demand
(costs of saved energy,

device costs, other non-fuel

costs)

Transformation

(Capital and O&M costs)

Primary Resource Costs

or

Delivered Fuel Costs

Environmental

Externality Costs
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Simple Example of Cost-Benefit Analysis

Two scenarios for meeting future growth in electricity lighting demand:

1. Base Case
• Demand:  future demand met by cheap incandescent bulbs. 

• Transformation: growth in demand met by new fossil fired generating capacity.

2. Alternative Case
• Demand: DSM programs increase the penetration of efficient (but more expensive) 

fluorescent lighting.

• Transformation:  Slower growth in electricity consumption and investments to reduce 
transmission & distribution losses mean that less generating capacity is required.
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Simple Cost-Benefit Analysis (cont.)

• The Alternative Case…

• uses more expensive (but longer lived) lightbulbs. 
• Result: depends on costs, lifetimes, & discount rate

• requires extra capital and O&M investment in the electricity transmission & distribution 
system. 

• Result: net cost

• requires less generating plants to be constructed (less capital and O&M costs).
• Result: net benefit

• requires less fossil fuel resources to be produced or imported. 
• Result: net benefit

• produces less emissions (less fuel  combustion).
• Result: net benefit (may not be valued)
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05Rationale of energy 
system modelling
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Energy system

Energy system – what is it?

• Means different things to different people

• What is its purpose?

• It is not an end in itself!

• Contemporary issues call for fundamental (energy) system 
transformation
• 2030 Agenda for Sustainable Development

• Paris Agreement



Key elements of an energy system
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Terminology – words shape actions

Popular terms can send the wrong message – you cannot:
• ‘Save energy’ – but one can use it more rationally (do more with less)

• improve efficiency of the conversion process
• behavioral changes
• structural economic change

• Produce or consume energy – but convert it to more useful forms or 
generate an energy service

• ‘Save emissions’ - but one can avoid/reduce emissions
• efficiency improvements
• behavioral change
• add abatement technology
• change the process or the technology
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Why is there a need for energy planning?

• Energy is strategic in the key dimensions of sustainable development: 
Economic, Social and Environment

• Energy is integrated: One part of the system affects other parts
• Energy is “intra-grated”: Energy policies affect and are affected by a 

myriad of other decisions/developments
• Energy systems are dynamic and moving targets
• Energy planning is about choices and dealing with current and future 

uncertainties:
• Technology
• Fuels and prices
• Policy
• Demand
• Behavior / preferences
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Why is there a need for energy planning?

Comprehensive energy planning essential for sustainable (energy) 
development

• A prerequisite for informed decision making
• Assessing future energy demand
• Evaluating options and reviewing different ways to meet those needs
• Identifying risks and benefits
• Exploring “what if ...” questions, e.g. impact assessment, cost benefit analysis…

• Optimal domestic resource allocation

• Inherently long lead and life times

• Shift from sequential stop gap measures (short-term fixes) to integrated 
energy system planning
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Why is there a need for energy planning?

• Testing of effectiveness of policy measures

• Compliance with environmental constraints and climate objectives

• Investment requirements and financial viability (finance)

• Social/public/political commitment & acceptance

• Economic development & environmental protection

• Regional approaches & infrastructure sharing

• Communication tool (public, investors, stakeholders, neighbors)

In short, energy planning is needed for:

• Preparing for an uncertain future in a comprehensive, organized and 
transparent manner

• Dealing with trade-offs
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Planning needed to address the famous tri-lemma



There are various trade offs to consider

• Trade-offs between environmental, economic and social sustainability 
components are inevitable

• Trade-offs are often influenced by value judgments

• Emphasis on economic development harms the environment

• Emphasis on environmental protection adversely affects the economy
• “Poverty is the largest polluter”

• Emphasis on economy penalizes renewables (current accounting 
systems)

• Emphasis on environment penalizes fossil chains

• Emphasis on social aspects penalizes nuclear energy

• Etc.
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There are also essential trade offs among generation technologies

Nuclear Coal Gas RES

Investment cost Very high Moderate Low Moderate-high

Construction time 4-10 years 4-5 years 2-3 years 0.5-2 years

O&M costs Low-moderate Moderate-high Low Very low

Fuel costs Very low Low-moderate Low-very high Zero

Operational 
characteristics

Baseload, limited 
flexibility

Baseload, moderate 
flexibility

Mid-load, high 
flexibility

Intermittency, low 
load factor

GHG emissions Negligible High-very high Moderate Negligible

Key risks

Completion,
regulatory (policy
changes), public

acceptance, market

Regulatory (CO2 and
pollution), public

acceptance, market

Regulatory (CO2 and
pollution), market

Regulatory (policy
changes)
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It is a challenge to determine the system boundary

• Function of the question at hand
• Full energy system (energy services to trade & resource extraction) or subsystem?

• Data availability

• Technology representation: Detail and diversity?
• Production & use of fuel in 15 min intervals or 10 year periods? Multiple fuels and products 

(CHP, refineries); individual technologies (large power plants) or groups of millions (e.g., 
light bulbs, air conditioners, vehicles, boilers), technology learning, etc.

• Level of interaction with other systems
• Economy
• Environment
• Water, Land
• Materials
• Human resources
• Etc.
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Factors to take into account for setting up a Energy System Model

Be clear about the issue you are going to address

Model = mathematical representation of the system

• Geographical scope
• Boundaries
• Local detail (GIS)
• Trade

• Temporal scope
• Time horizon
• Temporal resolution
• Load representation

• System detail
• Full energy system or subpart thereof
• Sectoral disaggregation
• Technology specificity
• Energy resources
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Calibration of the model to a base year

• Develop base year energy flows / energy balance / trade flows

• Existing infrastructures and technologies
• Capacities and performance characteristics

• Fix operating and maintenance costs
• Life times
• Load factors
• Variable O&M costs
• Conversion efficiencies / losses
• Fuel inputs and fuel prices
• Emissions & wastes
• Fuel or service outputs
• Utilization in base year

• Vintage of historical capacities

• Other constraints & restrictions

• Run the model - iterations with parameter adjustments until it repeats the base year 
reasonably well
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A Model is a simplified image of reality
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“optimally” in a mathematical sense



How new capacities will be projected

• New infrastructure, trade and technology portfolio options
(integral part of ‘Scenario development’ in the next slide)

• Capacities and performance characteristics
• Same as for existing technologies plus
• Capital costs (static
• dynamic
• technology learning)
• Future fuel and import price developments
• Water, material and land requirements (direct and indirect)
• Build up and market penetration constraints
• Financial considerations
• Policy considerations

• Other constraints, restrictions & regulations
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Scenario development and model analyses

• Scenario development – dealing with an unknown future (in an 
internally consistent manner)
• Demand projection
• Discount rate
• Energy security
• Access
• Environmental policy
• Compliance with international treaties - 2030 Agenda (SDGs) or Paris Agreement

• Implementing modelling & analysis
• Stakeholder involvement
• Iterative modification of assumptions
• Result interpretation
• Result presentation
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Summary: Critical steps and features of energy system modelling

• Determine geographical scope

• Determine temporal scope

• Define system boundaries

• Determine system detail

• Data collection, data generation and energy balances

• Model calibration & testing

• Introduce constraints gradually (interpretation)

• Select future scenario parameters, technology portfolio and infrastructure 
characteristics

• Transparency & communication

• Repeatability
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Closing remarks

• Energy Planning is not about predicting the future

• It is about the analysis and evaluation of a set of different possible 
futures

• Communication tool (informed policy & decision making)

• No analysis is perfect

• Many more “what if” questions need to be explored

• New information

• Previously plausible assumption no longer stand the test of time

• Energy planning never ends.....
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Closing thoughts

• Fundamental energy system transformation is the only viable option

• Time and resource intensive process

• Longevity of energy infrastructure - No quick fixes

• No time to lose

• One size does not fit all – countries and regions are different

• Judge measures as to their climate effectiveness and consistency with 
sustainable development

• There is no ‘silver bullet’

• Local conditions but also cultural factors determine the optimal supply 
and technology mix
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Sources

• Energy-Economy Modeling: Principles and Applications by Youngho
Chang (2013)

• Integrated Energy-Environment Modeling and LEAP by Charlie Heaps 
SEI-Boston and Tellus Institute (2002)

• Introduction to Energy System Modelling by H-Holger (2017)

• CGE TRAINING MATERIALs – MITIGATION ASSESSMENT Module E, 
Mitigation Analysis: Methods and Tools, UNFCCC

• A review of current challenges and trends in energy systems modeling 
by Lopion et al in Renewable and Sustainable Energy Reviews 96 (2018) 
156–166

• Why invest in Turkish energy sector? Invest in Turkey, www.invest.gov.tr
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